The Coalition for Ghana's Independence Now, is disappointed in Ghana as a country for trying to clandestinely selling-out and give up its citizens to be used as Guinea pigs for ebola vaccine trials Hohoe in the Volta region for human experiment on the ebola vaccine in a country with no ebola case.
We want to say without fear or favor that, ebola is not just a disease but rather a well planed business. A business where people have created an artificial problem and now looking for a market to sell the solution and we are telling Ghanaians beforehand that there is and will be no way by which Ghana can go through this ebola virus human experiment without ebola been spread country wide.
We also would want Ghanaians to know that, since there is no a single case of ebola or patient in Ghana, healthy people would have to be infected with the ebola virus before the said vaccine is administered to them for a gamble.
It is therefore from the above illogical scenario that we consider the intended human experimentation of ebola in Ghana as criminal, human right abuse, thievery and a total disrespect of Ghanaians as human beings.
C.G.I.N is not calling wolf, wolf when there is none but, we are guided by history, logic and critical thinking and our responsibility as citizens to play our role of national security.
Ebola outbreak, which is 100% sure to happen in Ghana should this human trials be allowed to go on, will be the greatest national security threat our country will ever face. The manufactures of the so-called ebola vaccine will look on till a larger number of Ghanaians are killed by the disease here in Ghana before the vaccine will be release and this would happen to make government buy the vaccine at any price. At this point, we will want ask our lawyers who have specialized in patent law to tell us the benefits of a patent right over anything.
We believe and in-fact convinced by history that, once America have their own version of ebola, they are not going to use any other type of ebola virus to under-take the human experiment other than ebobun.
Herodotus a man considered to be the father of history once said, " those who ignore history always condemn themselves for not knowing what is happening at the present moment".
Historically, the United State of America is notorious for criminal and illegal human experiments and most of these are done with blacks, the most famous one been the Taskegee Syphilis experiment on blacks between the year 1933-1972.
In this un-ethical human experiment, the people involved were not told they were been used for an experiment and where allowed to have sex with their wife just to spread the disease.
According to the US public health service, the exercise was meant to last for Six months but was illegally and criminally extended to The purpose of the study was to determine the effect of untreated syphilis in black men. The men in the study were never told that they had syphilis, a sexually transmitted disease.
Instead, government doctors told the men they had "bad blood," a term that was commonly used to describe a wide range of unspecified maladies". http://www.britannica.com
Below are former President Bill Clinton's words of apology to the victims of the criminal experiment "[They] are a living link to a time not so very long ago that many Americans would prefer not to remember but we dare not forget. It was a time when our nation failed to live up to its ideals, when our nation broke the trust…that is the very foundation of our democracy. The United
States government did something that was wrong, deeply, profoundly, morally wrong. To the survivors, to the wives and family members, the children and the grandchildren, I say what you know:
No power on Earth can give you back the lives lost, the pain suffered, the years of internal torment and anguish. What was done cannot be undone. But we can end the silence. We can stop turning our heads away. We can look at you in the eye and finally These and many history and facts call for a serious concern as a group and all individuals to kick against the devilish plans by whoever in charge of the trials.
We further express our disagreement and zero tolerance this planed ebola vaccine test in Hohoe. We see the plans by the ministry of health and the W.H.O as criminal, inhuman, thievery and above all insulting and national human right abuse .
There is no logic in testing a vaccine on a people who do not have the disease in question.
And this is a typical example of why Ghana is not independent and why we should fight our in dependence all anew, and the ministry of health should be ashamed for following the W. 
